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AGL Energy, Australia
Asset Intelligence team 
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~3500 km
(2000 mi)

AGL Energy is the largest generator in Australia (~11GW)

AGL’s Asset Intelligence team:

• Build and maintain the Pi system

• Train and tune ML models to identify out-of-normal operation

• Provide analytics services across the fleet



A quick introduction: 
Why we need Contingency Frequency control
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Callide C Power station, 25 May 2021
(Fortunately not an AGL Energy asset!)
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Each generator must respond almost instantly 
(and independently) when grid frequency drops
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Real MW raise (above 
inertial response) to grid 
frequency drop

Many of our generators are 
contracted (and paid) to 
provide a response when a 
contingency event occurs
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We must ensure that our generation fleet 
is responding as contracted

Are we set up to respond as enabled? Did we respond correctly to an event?

This is a real time monitoring challenge

• DCS alarming

• Pi Vision screens compare contingency 
“offers” with real time assessment of 
capability

• Pi Event Frame notifications when 
potentially outside of capability 
envelope

This is a post event assessment challenge

• Process high speed meter data

• Determine what we were contracted to 
achieve

• Calculate whether we achieved it

• Report and alert areas of concern

This post-assessment system is the focus 
of today’s talk
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AGL has a diverse fleet of generators offering (and being 
paid for) contingency service
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The analytics challenge: “Rating” the response

1. Were we fast enough?

3. Did we sustain the 
raise for long enough?

2. Did we raise far enough?
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How we used to do things….

Slow, prone to errors, not feasible 
with a growing generation fleet

1. Obtain and paste into 
spreadsheet

• Machine characteristics

• Dispatch instructions

• High speed frequency, MW

• Low speed frequency, MW

2. Multiple pages of calculations

3. Results
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The data challenge: Disparate sources, 
complex processing steps

31 page document describes the 
data processing steps requiredHigh speed meters

Collect data at 20ms and 4s scan rates
Only trigger on frequency excursions
Varying suppliers

Dispatch instructions
Received from market operator

Machine characteristics
Unique to each generator
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Our solution: Data flow and analytics process

High speed meter triggers 
and records ~70 seconds 
of 20ms data

20ms and 4s timeseries 
data loaded via UFL/SQL

Event Frame generated 
(not assessed yet)

New EF picked up by 
Python script

Assessment run, results 
written to EF attributes

PDF reports generated 
and attached to EF

Fleet reports generated

Field data recorded Landed in Pi EF processed (Python) Asset Intellect front end

Notification event frame 
generated - emails

Asset Intellect “serves” 
results via event frames
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A project-specific Asset Framework 
is highly recommended

The Asset Framework acts as our visible 
“documentation” and configuration for the 
Python processing backend

All generators follow a standard structure 
regardless of underlying characteristics
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Once Event Frame appears: Custom processing

Windows VM
for AFSDK

osi_pi.extractor (AGL)

Custom reporting 
applications

Similar process for most of our reporting applications

• Query Pi on a schedule – new Event Frame?

• Pull relevant timeseries data, process

• Write results to Event Frame attributes

• Attach PDF reports to Event Frame

• Build Group summary reports: Asset Intellect

Read/write to Pi using the 
AF for authentication
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Automated report for a single unit
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Review the whole fleet in a “fleetwide” view
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Front end development can be expensive and a support 
nightmare: Outsource where possible
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A final note… be prepared to 
welcome brutal feedback



Senior Engineer, Operational Analytics team

David Bowly

• AGL Energy

• dbowly@agl.com.au
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Lead Asset Intelligence System Engineer
(and Pi build genius)

Craig Ots-Maher

Craig was instrumental in the build of the “data pipeline” and AF for this 
project
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This presentation may include predictions, estimates, intentions, beliefs and other statements that 
are or may be construed as being forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements 
represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject to risks and uncertainties 
that could result in actual outcomes differing materially from those projected in these statements. 
No statement contained herein constitutes a commitment by AVEVA to perform any particular action 
or to deliver any particular product or product features. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our opinions only as of the date of this 
presentation.  

The Company shall not be obliged to disclose any revision to these forward-looking statements to 
reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date on which they are made or to reflect the 
occurrence of future events.
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linkedin.com/company/aveva 

@avevagroup

ABOUT AVEVA 

AVEVA, a global leader in industrial software, drives digital transformation for industrial organizations 
managing complex operational processes. Through Performance Intelligence, AVEVA connects the 
power of information and artificial intelligence (AI) with human insight, to enable faster and more 
precise decision making, helping industries to boost operational delivery and sustainability. Our 
cloud-enabled data platform, combined with software that spans design, engineering and operations, 
asset performance, monitoring and control solutions delivers proven business value and outcomes to 
over 20,000 customers worldwide, supported by the largest industrial software ecosystem, including 
5,500 partners and 5,700 certified developers. AVEVA is headquartered in Cambridge, UK, with over 
6,000 employees at 90 locations in more than 40 countries. For more details visit: www.aveva.com
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